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Alderman Murphy and Alderman Pérez 

encouraged by Chief Flynn and Mayor’s new 
stance on traffic enforcement policy 

 
 

Alderman Michael J. Murphy and Alderman José G. Pérez are encouraged to hear 

Milwaukee Police Chief Ed Flynn and Mayor Tom Barrett are acknowledging the 

positive results of a traffic enforcement policy change, which was proposed by Ald. 

Murphy, Ald. Pérez, and many other Common Council members. The aldermen were 

acting on behalf of their constituents who felt safer roadways were a top priority, and 

were consistently making public outcries for safety changes.  

 

Ald. Murphy championed for the enforcement change with a letter to the City of 

Milwaukee Fire and Police Commission in April of this year. Through the commission, 

Ald. Murphy requested that the Milwaukee Police Department review traffic enforcement 

data, policies, and tactics. Ald. Murphy and Ald. Pérez followed up with a second letter 

in June asking for the pursuit policy to be changed to reduce the growing number of 

mobile drug units, vehicle flights, and hit-and-runs. It was a policy change Mayor Barrett 

and Chief Flynn were initially publically opposed to, but are now praising in a local news 

article.  

 

Ald. Murphy says, “I am happy to see that Chief Flynn and Mayor Barrett are embracing 

the new policy and seeing the positive impact of the change. I’m grateful to the 

Milwaukee Fire and Police Commission members for taking action and taking our 

concerns seriously.”   

 



 

 

 

Traffic Enforcement Policy/ADD ON  
 

Ald. Pérez says, “I appreciate the Fire and Police Commission members for their 

expeditious response. I hope the Mayor and the Chief will follow suit and be more 

prompt in heeding the Common Council’s recommendations, which aim to improve 

safety and residents’ quality of life.”   
 

Ald. Murphy and Ald. Pérez want to acknowledge their other colleagues, Ald. Robert J. 

Bauman, Ald. Robert G. Donovan, Ald. Mark J. Borkowski, Ald. Tony Zielinski, 

and Ald. Russell J. Stamper, II, who were also very public in calling for a pursuit 

policy change to protect the public.  
 

Ald. Murphy and Ald. Pérez look forward to further changes being implemented on the 

roadways to ensure safety.  
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June 1, 2017 

 

City of Milwaukee Fire & Police Commission 

Attn – MaryNell Regan, Executive Director 

200 E. Wells St., Rm. 706A 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 

 

Dear Executive Director Regan, 

 

We want to take this time to thank the Fire and Police Commission for the enlightening report on police 

vehicle pursuits.  It is one of the most non-biased, data-driven reports that the City has produced in 

years.  It is reports like these that provide the Council with answers to many of the questions that our 

citizens have been asking.  Yet, in reviewing the data provided on vehicle pursuits, and the subsequently 

requested addendum on non-pursuits, it has become clear that more answers are needed.  It seems as 

though our data-driven Police Department isn’t using all the data they have to issue citations and make 

arrests.  With the millions of dollars spent over the past few years on collecting and storing data, this 

report seems to shed light on the lack of use of the very data that officers in the field could utilize to get 

dangerous people off of our streets.   

 

The FPC report on vehicle pursuits has raised multiple new questions:  

 

1. In 2015 alone, 51 different stolen vehicles were “not pursued” on multiple occasions, according 

to the graph on page 7 of the Addendum Report.  Why are stolen vehicles not being pursued?    

 

2. In 2015, roughly 900 vehicles with known license plate numbers fled the scene and were not 

pursued.  Since the police knew the license plate numbers, why were fewer than 200 citations 

issued? 

 

3. Given that the Fire and Police Commission is the oversight body of the Police Department, why 

doesn’t the FPC have direct access to the CAD system? 

 

4. With Chief Flynn’s vehicle pursuit policy in place since 2010, why are we seeing a 59% increase 

in non-pursuits from 2015 to 2016, with another 94% increase YTD from 2016 to 2017? Why 

such recent dramatic increases?  

 

 

 



 

 

 

Page 2 

Follow-Up Letter to Fire & Police Commission 

 

 

5. 80% of non-pursuit incidents are for municipal ordinance violations.  Since the vehicle fled 

without pursuit, are the citations for the ordinance violations mailed to the vehicle owner’s 

home?  Is an additional citation for fleeing an officer also being sent to the vehicle owner’s 

home? 

 

6. Chief Flynn instituted the non-pursuit policy stating that it would decrease accidents and 

fatalities caused by police pursuits. Yet while this non-pursuit policy has been in effect, the City 

has seen an increase in accidents and traffic fatalities. As a result of unintended consequences, is 

there a correlation between the increase in vehicle accidents and the increase in non-pursuits?  

 

7. What policy and procedure changes are the FPC Commissioners proposing to quell the rash of 

people fleeing police? Or reckless driving? Or speeding?  Has the FPC approved any changes to 

MPD’s SOP 660 (Vehicle Pursuit Operations) since 2010?    

 

8. MPD has piloted a vehicle-tracking program using the StarChase system. How many vehicles 

have been fitted with the device? How many times has it been deployed?  How many times has it 

been deployed successfully? What is the cost associated with the deployment of StarChase? How 

many tickets have been issued or arrests made after the successful deployment of StarChase? 

What were the outcomes when StarChase was unsuccessfully deployed?     

 

9. In the MPD CAD system, is there a separate license plate data field that can be easily sorted?  If 

not, can a data field for license plates be added?   

 

It is our intent to introduce a communication file on this matter. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Michael J. Murphy    José Pérez 

Alderman, 10th District    Alderman, 12th District 

 

CC: Tom Barrett, City of Milwaukee Mayor 

 Common Council Members 

 Fire & Police Commissioners 
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